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'Inside-out', back-to-front: a model for clinical
population genetic screening

Darren Shickle, Ian Harvey

Abstract
Developments in DNA technology have
resulted in a dramatic increase in the
number of genes identified. With the
localisation of a gene it is possible to
devise procedures suitable for mass
carrier screening programmes. Until
recently mass carrier screening was only
possible for a limited number of dis-
orders, for example, Tay-Sachs disease
and haemoglobinopathies. Counselling
possible carriers was based on estima-
tions of risk. The momentum towards
mass carrier screening is likely to be
increased by gene therapy.
Carrier screening for cystic fibrosis

alone will have dramatic implications for
genetic service provision as 4 to 5% of the
UK population carry the CF gene. The
potential for genetic screening of multi-
factorial diseases, for example, cancers,
should also be considered. The existing
organisatlon of genetic services is likely
to be inadequate. A new specialty of clini-
cal population genetics is required. A
model is proposed of clinical population
genetic screening programmes, orga-
nised under a 'common umbrella' led by
a public health physician, while screen-
ing and follow up will remain the re-
sponsibility of the appropriate clinician.
(J Med Genet 1993;30:580-2)
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In 1900, the infant mortality rate for England
and Wales was 154 deaths per 1000 live births,
with 4 5/1000 of the total resulting from gen-

etic disease. By 1980 the infant mortality rate

had been reduced to 12/1000. However, the
death rate from genetic disorders remained
unaltered.' Thus the proportion of infant
deaths resulting from genetic disease has
increased from 3 to 40%.

Historically, carriers became aware of their
genetic status following the diagnosis of an

affected child. The couple then had to choose
between not trying to conceive further chil-
dren, adoption, or taking a risk with subse-
quent pregnancies. It was not possible to in-
form other family members of their gene status
other than an estimation of risk.
For a few disorders, carriers could be

detected by haematological or biochemical
techniques. For example, subjects with the
sickle cell trait possess haemoglobin S and
haemoglobin A, and the two forms of haemo-
globin will separate on electrophoresis.2

Significant advances in DNA technology
have revolutionised clinical genetics and dra-
matically improved options available to geneti-
cists and their patients. Over the last 25 years

there has been an almost five fold increase in
the number of fully identified genetic dis-
orders.3 With the localisation of genes to re-
gions of chromosomes, it became possible to
compare the DNA profile of possible carriers
with those of affected subjects. However, until
the precise gene location was identified and the
gene sequenced, there remained an element of
doubt about the diagnosis. Even with a more
precise determination of gene position and
sequence, if there are a number of possible
deletions responsible for a condition then
DNA from the affected family member may
still be needed.
Hence genetic screening has traditionally

depended upon the diagnosis of an index case
before the identification of carriers. The pro-
cess is similar to dropping a pebble into water
and watching ripples spread out.

Overall fewer than 20% of pregnancies at
risk of important single gene disorders can be
predicted on the basis of a positive family
history; for multifactorial malformations the
figure is only 10% and for chromosomal dis-
orders under 5%.1 Hence selective testing of
pregnancies on the basis of a positive family
history, while of benefit to the families con-
cerned, can never have a major impact on the
birth frequency of these genetic conditions.
Thus, working outwards from an index case

(the 'inwards-outwards' approach) will be an
inadequate strategy to deal with a problem of
increasing public health importance. For those
autosomal recessive conditions where a simple
test is available to allow mass carrier screening,
a different approach is required. For these
programmes, the initial starting point will be
screening of subjects with the population level
of risk of possessing the abnormal gene in
order to identify carriers. This may be fol-
lowed by screening of partners to identify
couples 'at risk', who may be offered prenatal
diagnosis when appropriate. In comparison
with the traditional model, this could be de-
scribed as 'outwards-in' (figure).
The skills and organisation required for the

'inwards-out' and 'outwards-in' models may
be quite different. Hence, a separate specialty
of community genetics has been proposed,4
although as yet there is no consensus as to its
role and boundaries. The UK Clinical Gen-
etics Society has established a working party in
an attempt to produce a consensus definition of
community genetics.'
The use of the word 'community' may be

misleading in that community genetics should
not exclude screening performed within an
antenatal clinic, simply because it occurs in a
hospital. Similarly the definition should not
include testing triggered by an index case that
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)t adoption or artificial there are advantages to having a 'common
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ing and follow up remains with individual

specialties. Some genetic screening pro-
TAL DIAGNOSIS grammes are relatively small. Thus integration

+ \ with other programmes would allow exchange

Abnormal Normal of experience and joint appointment of staff.
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Terminate alongside the existing services, so facilitating a
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Ile Carrier screening programmes for cystic
fibrosis are currently being piloted.'2 Four to

inancy five percent of the population of the UK are

carriers of a gene for cystic fibrosis,'3 that is

there are at least 2 million carriers within the

UK. In the future, genetic screening may
ble: may Abnormal finding on become available for multifactorial diseases
agnosis ultrasound, maternal such as cancers,14asthma,' and cardiovascular
:'high blood screening etc.

disease.'6 The momentum for growth of gen-

etic screening is likely to be further increased

by gene therapy. 17 The number of clinical

Xn or only if from geneticists and specialist counsellors will prob-
je or ethnic origin ably be inadequate to meet future needs.'8

Instead, the burden is likely to be devolved to

general practitioners who may not have the

omEn | inclination or skills for the task.'9
The question arises as to which skills are

nnmes which test individual required by a practitioner in clinical popula-
wenetic abnormality and then tion genetics. The wide and increasing range

s. of disorders where screening is feasible means

that rather than attempt to train a person with

expertise in each, it may be better to identify a

)rmed in the community person with skills in service development and

nstitute of Medical Gen- organisation, who is able to promote interspe-
a 'population screening' cialty collaboration. A rapidly developing spe-
le X6 involved 'screening' cialty will also need to include evaluation as a

handicap to see whether priority, and give close attention to health

)eated DNA sequence re- promotion and ethical considerations. It is for

ndition, and subsequently this reason that the involvement of public
and testing to family health medicine has been suggested.420 With a

such a programme would public health physician acting as facilitator and

I as case ascertainment coordinator, the individual screening pro-
vards-out' model. grammes and back up services could be oper-
ation genetics' is already ated by specialists appropriate to each dis-

of the study of the origin order. This model has been used successfully
genetic variation within for the breast cancer screening programme in

:heless, we would advocate Wales (Breast Test Wales).
ulation genetics' in prefer- The increase in the proportion of infant

y genetics'. This should deaths attributable to genetic disease,

ion over the location of improved diagnostic techniques permitting
carrier screening, together with gene therapy

in genetic screening has means that genetics represents a significant

many years, for example, area for potential 'health gain' in the future.2'
nuria screening' and pre- However, in view of understandable ethical
neural tube defects based concerns,22 the development of clinical popula-
v x fetoprotein.9 Carrier tion genetics will require careful considera-
tglobinopathies2 and Tay- tion. The possibility of screening for 'adult
the only mass screening diseases' during childhood will need particular
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attention.23 Thus, clinical population genetics
should be clearly defined, with aims and objec-
tives to allow evaluation and a formal structure

which demands evidence of benefit before
investment occurs. The model described of an
'umbrella' structure managed by public health
physicians, covering a collection of similar
screening programmes using the 'outwards-in'
approach, may be a way of ensuring that the
promised health gain is secured.
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